Just Published:

**YORK IS LIVING HISTORY**

by Neil Rolde

A Lively retelling of how the “palatinate” of Sir Ferdinan-
do Gorges emerged as an important early New England settlement and a renowned turn-of-the-century coastal re-
sort. Illustrated with attractive photographs of the historic York that visitors seek today. Softbound $4.95.

Order from your bookseller or
Harpswell Press
RFD 3, Box 3136
Simpsons Point Road
Brunswick, Maine 04011

Mail orders add 50¢ postage and handling.
Maine residents add 5% Sales Tax.

**GARY W. WOOLSON**

*Out of Print and Rare Books*

*Maps, Prints, and Manuscripts on all subjects*

*Lists Issued*

Mail Orders a Specialty
Open by appointment only

RFD 1, Box 170
Hampden Highlands, Maine 04445
Telephone (after 5 p.m.) 207-234-4931
MAINE HISTORY BIBLIOGRAPHICAL GUIDE SERIES

Published by the Maine Historical Society
Gerald E. Morris, General Editor

*Lumbering and the Maine Woods: A Bibliographical Guide*

*The Indians of Maine: A Bibliographical Guide*

*Maine Bibliographies: A Bibliographical Guide*

*Maine during the Colonial Period: A Bibliographical Guide.*

*Maine during the Federalist and Jeffersonian Periods: A Bibliographical Guide.*
Compiled by Ronald F. Banks, 1974.

Compiled by William A. Baker, 1974

— In Preparation—

James S. Leamon and Edwin A. Churchill

John E. Frost—Ready in 1976

*Maine and her Canadian Neighbors: A Bibliographical Guide*
Alice R. Stewart

*Maine Literature: A Bibliographical Guide*
Richard S. Sprague—Ready in 1975

*Maine in the Civil War: A Bibliographical Guide*
William B. Jordan, Jr.—Ready in 1975

$2.00 each for members  $4.00 for non-members
Postpaid for members from the Society
The Maine Historical Society Quarterly is published at 485 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04111. It is received four times a year by 1545 members and 135 libraries.

Subscriptions to the Quarterly are available through membership only. Dues for membership in the Society start at $10.00.

The Quarterly is interested in considering articles pertaining to all aspects of Maine history which have not been published previously elsewhere. Normally, they should not exceed 6000 words in length.

All inquiries, manuscript submissions, membership applications, and requests for advertising schedules should be addressed to the Editor, Gerald Morris.
THE MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Is Pleased to Announce
A Significant New Study
by Professor Gordon E. Kershaw
“Gentlemen of Large Property & Judicious Men”
THE KENNEBECK PROPRIETORS
1749-1775
Published in collaboration with the
New Hampshire Publishing Company

“In this fascinating book, Gordon E. Kershaw explores in detail one of the main agencies of the northeastward push of New England settlement in the eighteenth century. For the first time, a writer has now looked closely at the grand men of these New England land companies and chronicled their colorful collective enterprise from birth to death. The result is an immense contribution to our understanding of colonial and Revolutionary northern New England.”

—Charles E. Clark
University of New Hampshire

Hardbound $15.00 Softbound $6.95
Order through your bookstore or from:
The New Hampshire Publishing Co.
15 Interstate Drive
Somersworth, New Hampshire 03878